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Donnafugata

CLIENT

Donnafugata, historical winery with an international winelovers (brand lovers)

community.

CHALLENGE

Define positioning at international level coherent with the values of the brand, in line

with the culture and the traditions of the different market and nations where the

company is present (from USA to, Latam, Asia, EMEA, Africa). 

SOLUTION

We established long term relations with most important influencers in the different

market and communities, defining events (online integrated offline) engaging them

at all levels. We defined collaboration with brands (b2b, institutional). takeover, and

other activities.

 

RESULT

Huge impact on the brand awareness and growth of the community (in 2020 the

brand is recognized as the 4°Italian wine brand most important in the world *) e

sales growth (+double digit).
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WORLDWIDE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

*dati giugno 2020 Wine Intelligence



D&G Via della Spiga

CLIENT

Donnafugata in partnership with Dolce&Gabbana.

CHALLENGE

Positioning the brand Donnafugata into the Lifestyle and Luxury segment.

SOLUTION

Dedicated storytelling to underling common values of DF and D&G. During events in

partnership (Alta Moda #DGLoves Sicily, Milano, opening Via della Spiga, vendemmia

Montenapoleone e piazza di Spagna) we developed communication planes aligned with

cities and locations, wines and their stories using a mutimedia mix (LIVE streaming, video,

interviews, influencers etc.) to engage the international community.

 

RESULT

Donnafugata is the Dolce&Gabbana's wine, the community recognizes #DonnafugataTime

as a Lifestyle and glamour moment, as well as a winetasting.
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STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT



Venice Film Festival

CLIENT

Hilton Worldwide.

CHALLENGE

Increase the visibility of the Molino Stucky Venice hotel as a all year destination.

SOLUTION

We collaborate with an American influencer/journalist who live streamed

(September 2015) her experienced during the International Venice Film Festival,

participating at a premiere of a movie and visiting the Lido. The themes of the visit

where art, cinema, tourism. 

 

RESULT

The Molino Stucky Venice was the most interesting destination for the Hilton EMEA

community during the month of September on social media. 
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INFLUENCER ENGAGEMENT



FAI Villa Necchi Campiglio

CLIENT

FAI (Italian Environmental Fund) & Donnafugata

CHALLENGE

Increase the awareness around young public about discover Art location in Milan

(Villa Necchi Campiglio) thanks to contemporary artists and exhibitions.  

SOLUTION

We collaborate with the Italian igers community to promote the exhibition of

Stefano Vitale through Instagram, in Italian and in Enghlish (a dedicated visit LIVE

streamed). We did an exclusive backstage storytelling before-during-after the

exhibition.  

 

RESULT

Villa Necchi Campiglio FAI increased + 10% of visits compared to the same period

the year before.  (data by FAI).
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INFLUENCER ENGAGEMENT



Fuorisalone - Milano Design Week

CLIENT

Claudio Pironi & Partners - Signoretto Lampadari c/o Studio Arlenghi Agostini

CHALLENGE

Create valuable relations between clients and their different publics.

SOLUTION

We defined an innovative but informal event during the Fuorisalone at Design Week

in Milan: walk-around exhibition with immersive sensorial experience (visual, wine

tasting, music) for a selected number of guests. 

 

RESULT

People were encouraged to relate thanks to the small and selected number of

participants and the informal but interesting location. 
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STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
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